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Time in Indiana 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

Indiana counties 

The U.S. state of Indiana is split between Eastern and Cen-
tral time zones. The official dividing line has moved progressively 
west from its original location on the Indiana–Ohio border, to a po-
sition dividing Indiana down the middle, and finally to its current lo-
cation along much of the Indiana–Illinois border. Being on the 
western frontier of the Eastern time zone resulted in opposition 
from many in the state to observing daylight saving timefor dec-
ades.[1] The 2005 decision by the Indiana General Assembly to im-
plement daylight saving time remains controversial. 

Early history[edit] 

Before 1883 in the United States, most towns and cities set their own lo-
cal time to noon when the sun was at its highest point in the sky. Since 
the sun reaches "high noon" four minutes later for every degree of longi-
tude traveled towards the west, the time in every town was different. In 
Indiana, local mean time varied from GMT-5:39 in the east to GMT-5:52 
in the west. With the emergence of the railroads, hundreds of miles could 
be traveled in a much shorter time, causing a train passenger to appar-
ently experience several slight changes in time over the course of even a 
short rail trip. By 1883, the major railroads in the US agreed to coordinate 
their clocks and begin operating on "standard time" with four "time zones" 
established across the nation, centered roughly on the 75th, 90th, 105th, 
and 120th meridians west. On November 18, 1883, telegraph lines trans-
mitted GMT to major cities, where each city was to adjust their official 
time to their proper zone.[3] The state capital in Indianapolis lies at ap-
proximately the 86th meridian (U.S. Census Bureau), closer to the center 
of the Central Time Zone at the 90th meridian than the center of the 
Eastern Time Zone at the 75th meridian. 

In 1949, in a heated rural vs. city debate, the Indiana General Assem-
bly passed a law to put all of Indiana on Central Standard Time and to 
outlaw daylight saving time. However, the law had no enforcement 
power, and it was largely ignored by communities who wanted to observe 
Eastern Standard Time.[3] The Indiana General Assembly passed a law to 
make Central Time the official time zone of the state in 1957, but permit-
ted any community to switch to daylight saving time during the summer. 
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The law did, however, make it illegal for communities to observe "fast time" (i.e., daylight saving time) during the winter months. 
Governor Harold W. Handley vowed to enforce the law by withdrawing state aid from communities who attempted to observe 
"fast time" during the winter, though legal obstacles forced the Governor to back down from his stance. Once again, the law was 
not enforceable, as individual communities continued to observe whichever time zone they preferred.[3] 

1960s[edit] 

In 1961, the Indiana legislature repealed the 1957 law making Central Time the official time of Indiana, which allowed any community to ob-
serve DST.[3] The Interstate Commerce Commission divided Indiana between the Central Time Zone and the Eastern Time Zone. Still, neither 
the time zone line nor daylight saving time were uniformly observed (see 50 FR43745). The United States Congress later passed the Uniform 
Time Act of 1966 (Pub.L. 89–387 April 13, 1966; 80 Stat. 107–108; 15 U.S.C. §§ 260–267) to specify where and when daylight saving time was 
applied in the U.S., and authority was shifted to the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT). Prior to the passing of this law, each 
state was permitted to decide this issue for itself. Having the state split in two time zones was inconvenient, however, so Governor Roger D. 
Branigin petitioned the USDOT to place all of Indiana back in the Central Time Zone a year later. 

Over the next two years, the USDOT conducted several hearings in response to Governor Branigan's petition. Citizens of northwest and south-
west Indiana appeared to favor the Central Time Zone with observance of DST, while those from other areas of the state favored the Eastern 
Time Zone with no observance of DST. The USDOT chose to divide Indiana between the Central Time Zone and the Eastern Time Zone. Six 
counties near Chicago(Lake, Porter, LaPorte, Jasper, Newton, and Starke) and six counties near Evansville (Posey, Vanderburgh, War-
rick, Spencer, Gibson, and Pike) were placed in the Central Time Zone with observance of DST. The remainder of the state was placed in the 
Eastern Time Zone; the state was given special dispensation to exempt parts of itself from DST. Most portions of the state that were in the 
Eastern Time Zone did not observe DST. However, Floyd, Clark, and Harrisoncounties, which are near Louisville, Kentucky; 
and Ohio and Dearborn counties, which are near Cincinnati, Ohio) unofficially observed DST due to their proximity to those major cities that 
observed DST. 

While the USDOT was considering where the time zone line should be, several broadcast companies filed a federal lawsuit in 1968 to compel 
the USDOT to enforce the observance of daylight saving time in Indiana, which they won. As a result, the USDOT was ordered to stop inform-
ing Indiana residents that the Uniform Time Act will not be enforced and to provide a plan for its enforcement (see Time Life Broadcast Com-
pany, Inc. v. Boyd, 289 F. Supp. 219 (S.D. Indiana 1968). ; Time Life being the then-owner of WFBM-TV (Channel 6) in Indianapolis). 

In 1972, the Indiana General Assembly overrode a veto from Governor Whitcomb to place the Northwest and Southwest corners of Indiana in 
the Central Time Zone on daylight saving time, and to place the rest of the state on Eastern Standard Time, upon federal approval (see IC 1-1-
8.1 ). Congress approved an amendment (Pub.L. 92–267;86 Stat. 116) to the Uniform Time Act of 1966 to permit a state that lay in two time 
zones to exempt part of the state from daylight saving time, and President Richard Nixon signed it into law. Indiana enacted the statute, offi-
cially placing northwest and southwest Indiana in the Central Time Zone, in observance of daylight saving time, and the rest of the state in the 
Eastern Standard Time throughout the year. Several eastern Indiana counties (Ohio and Dearborn counties, near Cincinnati; and Floyd, Clark, 
and Harrison counties, near Louisville) chose to unofficially observe daylight saving time, despite the Indiana statute. 

2006[edit] 

As a result of a review by the USDOT, eight counties were moved from the Eastern Time Zone to the Central Time Zone, effective April 2, 2006. These 
were Starke and Pulaski counties in the northwest and Daviess, Dubois, Knox, Martin, Perry, and Pike counties in the southwest. 

The placement of Martin County into the Central Time Zone, while leaving adjoining Greene and Lawrence Counties in the Eastern Time Zone pre-
sented a particular problem for Naval Surface Warfare Center Crane, a large US Navy base that straddles all three counties. With the Eastern/Central 
dividing line running through the base, NSWC Crane was unable to fully comply with the realigned time zones. The base opted to recognize Central 
Time, since the portion in Martin County was larger than the portions in Greene and Lawrence combined. This decision presented a larger regional prob-
lem, for even though NSWC Crane is Martin County's largest employer, two-thirds of the base's employees live in Greene, Lawrence, Monroe, and other 
Eastern Time Zone counties. This meant that the vast majority of Crane's employees would live in one time zone but work in another. Furthermore, a 
business park under construction at Crane's west gate would also straddle the new dividing line, with businesses on one side of the street being in a 
different time zone from those on the other. After one year under this awkward arrangement, Martin County reconsidered their bid to be placed in the 

Central Time Zone and formally petitioned for a return to the Eastern Time Zone.[6] 

Independent from the situation facing Martin County, Pulaski County also formally petitioned for a return to the Eastern Time Zone. Pulaski County Com-
missioners and County Council both voted unanimously on February 6, 2006, to declare home rule and stay on Eastern Time if a federal agency did not 
grant an appeal to change the time zone ruling. However, the county conceded on March 27, 2006, officially accepting Central Time and switching time 
zones on April 2, 2006.[7]After some residents pledged to unofficially continue observing Eastern Time, the county changed work hours for most county 
employees so that they were in sync with Eastern Time work hours.[8]Dubois, Daviess, Knox, and Pike counties also decided to ask the federal govern-
ment to return them to the Eastern Time Zone, and Dubois did so on April 27, 2006.[9] The confusion involving the time status of these counties led to 
their being dubbed the "seesaw six." St. Joseph, Marshall, and Fulton counties overtly expressed interest in making another attempt to be changed to 
Central Time as of the end of 2006.[10] 

2007[edit] 

On February 9, 2007, it was officially reported that the USDOT had approved Pulaski County's return to Eastern Time. The 
change went into effect on March 11, 2007, the date when daylight saving time resumed.[11] 

On September 20, 2007, the USDOT approved a petition from the five southwestern counties (Daviess, Dubois, Knox, Martin, 
and Pike) to return to the Eastern Time Zone. The request was approved, effective when daylight saving time ended on Novem-
ber 3, 2007. A petition from Perry County to move to the Eastern Time Zone was denied.[12] 

With the exception of Perry and Starke counties, all counties that were moved to the Central Time Zone in 2006 were moved 
back to the Eastern Time Zone in 2007. 
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